AZITHROMYCIN PHARMACOKINETICS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR EXTENDED DOSES FOR CHLAMYDIA TRACHOMATIS AND OTHER SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS
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Introduction Chlamydia treatment failure remains concerning with high repeat positive diagnoses of up to 14% in women and 22% for rectal infections in men. Meta-analysis estimates of rectal chlamydia treatment efficacy suggests azithromycin may be 20% less efficacious than doxycycline, but this is based on observational data only – with no RCTs evaluating rectal chlamydia treatment nor any pharmacokinetic data for azithromycin in rectal mucosa. This systematic review will examine the dose-related pharmacokinetics of azithromycin in blood and tissues with discussions on possible considerations of extended regimens to improve efficacy for anorectal infections should a 1 g dose prove suboptimal from RCTs.

Methods Medline and Embase were searched from 1946 to February 2015. Inclusion criteria were: English language, adults and reported pharmacokinetics after any oral dose of azithromycin. Studies of urogenital and rectal tissue were the primary focus but other tissues (excluding eyes) were included. Dose administered and pharmacokinetic parameters such as peak concentrations and area under the concentration-time curve (AUC) were extracted.

Results Studies reported high concentrations of azithromycin in cervical, urological, gynaecological, pulmonary, prostatic and oral tissue/fluid after total doses of 500 mg to >2 g. No studies of rectal tissue were reported, however studies of gastric tissue/fluid (a proxy for rectal tissue) showed high concentrations being rapidly attained and sustained for >7 days. Increasing doses results in greater tissue concentrations, which are sustained longer above chlamydia minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) but with only modest increases in peak blood levels between high and low doses. Similar tissue concentrations were obtained whether the total dose was given over short versus longer duration, suggesting regimens beyond (e.g. >3 days) do not have absorption advantages.

Conclusion Azithromycin concentrations above the MIC are rapidly attained and sustained following treatment. While no data are available in rectal tissue, studies in gastric tissue/fluid suggest adequate rectal concentrations should be obtained. Azithromycin pharmacokinetics also suggest that total doses >1 g given over a few days can be effective in delivering high concentrations to tissues susceptible to chlamydia infections.
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Introduction Mathematical models are frequently used to assess the impact of control interventions for Chlamydia trachomatis and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs). Modelling approaches that stratify the population by the number of sex partners often assume the transmission risk per partner to be constant. However, sexual behaviour data suggests that people with many partners share less sex acts per partner than people with fewer partners. This should lower the risk of transmission per partner for highly sexually active individuals and could have important epidemiological consequences for STI transmission.

Methods We devised a new epidemiological model that we fitted to chlamydia prevalence data from Natsal-2 and CSF, two population-based probability sample surveys of sexual behaviour in Britain and France.

Results Compared to a standard model where the transmission risk per partner is constant, a model with realistic numbers of sex acts per partner provided a better fit to the data. The improved model provided evidence for strong assortative mixing ($\chi = 0.83$; 95% CI 0.46–0.96) among individuals with different numbers of sex partners. The basic reproduction number ($R_0$) exceeds the threshold of one for all individuals with one or more new heterosexual partners in the last year, and saturates around three for higher number of partners.

Conclusion Our results suggest that all chlamydia infected individuals with one or more new heterosexual partners per year contribute significantly to ongoing transmission, underlining that control interventions should be aimed towards all sexually active young adults.
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CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF CHLAMYDIA TRACHOMATIS STRAINS USING TWO MULTILOCUS SEQUENCE TYPING SCHEMES SHOWS DIFFERENCES IN DISCRIMINATION OF MSM STRAINS VERSUS THOSE OF HETEROSEXUALS
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